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FROM  THE  RABBI ’S  STUDY   

Redemption: Bar Kochba and Us 

Rosh HaShanah 2010 -   Tishrei 5771 

N e w s  a n d  V i e w s  f r o m  t h e  Y o u n g  I s r a e l  o f  P l a i n v i e w  

B ar Koziba reigned two and a half years, and 
then said to the Rabbis, “I am the Messiah.” 

They answered, “Of Messiah it is written that he 
smells and judges: let us see whether he [Bar 
Koziba] can do so.” When they saw that he was un-
able to judge by the scent, they slew him (Sanhedrin 
93b). 
 
The Bar Koziba of this Talmudic discussion is none 
other than the famed Bar Kochba, nicknamed so by the great Rabbi 
Akiva who sensed in this rebel leader a potential Messiah.  Interestingly, 
from the recorded Talmudic conversation above, Rabbi Akiva’s col-
league were not necessarily as enamored with the young gen-
eral.  Clearly, it is Bar Koziba who initiates the claim of messianism, and 
the Rabbis respond skeptically to his claim. 
 
It is not Bar Koziba’s bravery or military prowess that ultimately ignites 
the doubt of the Rabbis, but his capabilities as a judge.  The Messiah, 
they declared, should “judge by scent,” a quality that Bar Kochba appar-
ently lacked.  Judging by “scent” refers to a sixth sense of justice, an 
ability to instinctively choose right, and, as noted by Rashi, the sensitiv-
ity to instantaneously and correctly differentiate the guilty from the inno-
cent.  In this area, it’s clear, Bar Kochba was deficient. 
 
Emerging from this Talmudic story is a statement about the quality of 
leadership.  In Judaism, it is not might that makes right, but a sensitivity 
in human relationships that prophesies success.  Bar Kochba, while he 
possessed the qualities of a great warrior, was unable to comprehend and 

(Continued on page 3) 
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MALI News 
 

The Mikveh Association of LI would like 
to wish everyone a healthy and happy New 
Year. We are looking for a “few good 
women” to add to our list of volunteer 
shomerets, in case we need a back-up.  
Please contact Diane Rabin if you would be 
interested in helping out and training to be a 
shomeret  for occasional coverage when 
Mrs. Gil is unavaiable. 

 
 We  are in the process of creating our do-

nor wall for the mikveh, which was dis-
played at our breakfast in April.  We hope to 
have this created and installed before the 
end of 2010. 

 
Please remember that even though we 

don’t make appointments, we need to close 
the mikveh at the stated time on the message
---which means that  women need to be cog-
nizant of their arrival time for their immer-
sion.  Please be respectful of our hours and 
of our shomeret---we need you to arrive an 
hour before stated closing for a bath and 
thirty minutes before closing for showers. 

 
Best wishes from the board of the Mikveh  

and G’mar Chatima Tovah to all! 

 

Diane Rabin, 

President 
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relate to his fellow man.  A fail-
ure of interpersonal sensitivity is 
what preceded his downfall.  
Whereas the world attributes his 
defeat to military weakness, 
Chazal sees his insensitivity as 
his downfall.  
 
This Talmudic tale highlights a 
frequent error of the modern 
world.  We stare at the externals 
and blame them for failure.  In 
war, we blame loss on military 
strategy; in work, we blame a 
failed plan or structure.  Yet, to 
quote the Zohar, it is only “fools 
who are attracted by the garment, 
and the wise one who looks to the 
soul.”  In fact, it is often underly-
ing “soul” issues which are the 
motivators for success and fail-
ure. 
 
Elul and the Yamim Noraim are 
times of introspection. Yet, too 
often in our introspection we fo-
cus solely on the surface.  We 
look to the externals rather than 
the actual spiritual motivations.  
Had Bar Kochba only expressed 
even the desire to search below 
the surface, to expand his sensi-
tivity, his rebellion might have 
produced a different result.  For 
our success we must look beyond 
the externals and toward a true 
motivation. It is at that level that 
we bond most powerfully to our 
family, friends, and creator. 

(Continued from page 1) 

YIP YOUTH 
The Yom Tovim seem to have taken the early train this year, 

arriving the same time as the new school year. (I guess no one 
told Rosh Hashanah that it’s still summer.)  And so the youth de-
partment jumps right into a heavy load in September. 

Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur always pose a little dilemma 
to the youth department.  On the one hand the davening is longer 
on these days than on an ordinary Shabbos, and, if anything, we 
would require more programming in groups to accommodate this 
schedule.  On the other hand, the sanctity of the day along with 
the lack of an alternate davening time, doesn’t allow the youth 
leaders to have the time to offer such programming.   The resolu-
tion is collecting many volunteers to take a short shift on these 
days.  You can sign up for a short (30-45 minute) shift and ensure 
that your kids are supervised this Yom Tov. 

On September 19th we will have our annual “Pizza and a Hut: 
a Succah decorating, pizza party!”  Kids from Nursery through 6th 
grade can help decorate the shul’s Succah, as well as create their 
own projects to hang in their own Succah.  And, of course, par-
take in some serious pizza awesomeness. 

The Succah hop is scheduled for the second day of Succos, 
September 24th.  If you would like to be a Hop Host, please let me 
know.  Details including all the routes and times for all the stops 
will be available in the coming weeks. 

Finally on our list of Tishrei excitement, our community will 
be infused by the ruach of approximately 50 B’nei Akiva kids 
this Simchas Torah.  If you are able to help house our guests, 
please let me know.  We are all looking forward to a very lively 
chag! 

The YIP Youth Department is also proud to announce that 
B’nei Akiva will continue to be a part of our community after 
Simchas Torah as well.  Twice a month, B’nei Akiva will be 
sending a few advisors to run programming for our youth.   Please 
look out for specifics after the Yom Tovim. 

We have a lot of great plans and programming in store this 
year; it may possibly be the greatest year in the YIP Youth De-
partment’s history! 
Get excited! 
David Bienenfeld 

Rabbi’s Study 
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Seforim Dedication 
YIP Sisterhood is pleased to continue 
to offer  you the opportunity to pur-
chase and donate Siddurim, Chu-
mashim, Tehillim and Megillos. 
Books can be purchased to memorial-
ize or honor a friend or family mem-
ber. At the same time, your donation allows the 
shul to continue to add brand new books to the 

shelves.  

 
The books are inscribed with a personalized message, 
and the family or friend is notified of your donation.  

Please note our newest book, for Tisha B’av. 

Cost of BooksCost of BooksCost of BooksCost of Books    

RCA Artscroll Siddur .................................$36 

Artscroll Stone Chumash ............................$54 

Artscroll Tehillim (hardcover) .....................$25 

Artscroll Book of Megillos (hardcover) ......$25 

Judaica PressTisha B’Av Compendium- 

    Tefillot & Kinot (Hardcover) …….…..$40 

 

Questions or requests, please contact  

Liz Vilkas at 931-6848 or email at  

Vilkasmd@aol.com. 

 
ETERNAL 

        MEMORIALS EST. 1914 
1932 North Wellwood Avenue 

West Babylon, N.Y. 11704 

 
Authorized Dealer For All Cemeteries 

    

        Phone: 631-755-1200 
Jeffrey Cohen Fax: 631-755-1202 

   
 
 

 

ENTERTAINMENT 2011 

BOOKS HAVE ARRIVED! 

Enjoy 50% savings on hotels, 

car rentals, movies, restau-

rants, local attractions, retail 

stores and so much more. 

 

Long Island is 

only $25.00. 

 

All editions 

available. 

 

For more information contact  

Arlene Meisner at  

516-932-9615 
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CEMETERY PLOTS AT WELLWOOD CEMETERY. THROUGH THE  
YOUNG ISRAEL OF PLAINVIEW ARE STILL AVAILABLE TO PUR-
CHASE. 
 
EXTENDED FAMILY MEMBERS ARE ENTITLED TO PURCHASE 
PLOTS AT THE YOUNG ISRAEL PRICE.  WE ARE NOW OFFERING 
THE OPPORTUNITY TO EXTEND OUR OFFER TO YOUR FRIENDS 
OUTSIDE THE YIP COMMUNITY AT A SLIGHTLY HIGHER PRICE. 
 
CALL SHERRI MALC FOR DETAILS AT 933-2768. 
 
THANK YOU 
SHERRI MALC 
ALVIN SMILOW 
BARRY ZWEIGBAUM 
THE CEMETERY COMMITTEE 

YOUNG ISRAEL 

OF 

PLAINVIEW 
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Considering that until recently I knew little of the 
history and certainly none of the geography of 
Piotrkow, this trip, being my fourth since 2007 actu-
ally provided a sense of familiarity and an eerie sense 
of belonging (1). Not that I wished to be living there. I 
wondered what it would have been like if I were living 
there today, if there had been no terrible holocaust and 
massacre of its Jewish inhabitants. I know my way 
around the Jewish neighborhood and to the property 
owned by my father’s family and the way to the Great 
Shul. I can walk to the cemetery by foot and I know 
how to get to Rakow forest. Piotrkow is a city devoid 
of Jews but steeped in its history, devoid of mezuzot in 
doorways, but plenty of doorposts bear the mark where 
mezuzot once were affixed. I know the homes once 
occupied by the Kurnitz family, the Tushinsky family, 
the Brem family and others; the empty plot of land (21 
Pilsudskiego) that once contained the dwelling that 
belonged to my father’s family and where he and the 
Lau family and others resided. I know the building 
which housed the cheyder “Yisoday Torah”. I know no 
Jews live there anymore. 

 
A group of us flew from New York to Warsaw and 

met the group of Israelis who had arrived earlier at the 

airport Wednesday morning June 23, 2010. 
After a visit to the Jewish Historical Insti-
tute, and the memorial at the Umschlag-
platz, our bus continued to Treblinka where 
we held a ceremony in memory of those 
who perished there in October 1942. 
 
We arrived to Piotrkow Thursday June 24, 
toured the Jewish neighborhood and then 
spent several hours in the cemetery. I in-
spected the restored (twice) Matsayva of my 
grandmother, Hendel Gomulinska z’l  who 
died in 1941 and I visited the grave and still 
well preserved Matsayva of her father 
Shlomo Ben Pinchas Libeskind, my great 
grandfather who died in 1918. My grandfa-
ther, after whom I am named, aunt and un-
cle have no graves. They were murdered in 
Treblinka. I recited Tehilim. 

 
Friday morning allowed trip participants optional 

time for archive research, further cemetery exploration 
and even some side trips to other towns. I was fortu-
nate to have Ben Helfgott agree to come with me to 
“Bugaj”, the woodworking factory in which he and my 
father z’l, among hundreds of others, worked and were 
saved from the liquidation. It was a 10 minute taxi 
ride. I asked Ben how he got to this place of work dur-
ing the war. He explained that everyone would gather 
at the edge of the ghetto and then be escorted by foot 
by a policeman. He would come back to the ghetto 
everyday until mid October 1942 when the workers 
(and presumably my father) were housed in a building 
next to the factory for about one week. Upon return 
after that week, there was only the “little” ghetto to 
return to. There were few Jews left to house following 
their transport to their mass murders in Treblinka dur-
ing that week. 

 
Ben and I arrived unexpected, without a contact 

and without appointment to the factory. Ben explained 
to the young woman at the reception desk that he had 
been a laborer, as was my father, during the war and 

(Continued on page 7) 

JOURNEY TO PIOTRKOW 
  by Irving Gomolin 

Great Synagogue, August 2007.  The exterior has since been replastered.  Currently a general library. 
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asked if it was possible to be shown around the fac-
tory. Imagine that. Why would anyone even want to 
accommodate this request? 

 
Sure enough, the Director of Production, Piotr 

Snioch, escorted us through the factory and allowed us 
to look around while Ben explained to me what he re-
membered and in which of the areas he believed my 
father must have worked. 

 
Later in the day, I had the great privilege to greet 

Naftali Lau Lavie as he and his family arrived to the 
cemetery. I took him by the arm and felt a warmth and 
feeling of connection to assist this great man, a son of 
Piotrkow and friend to my family as a youth. 

 
Indeed, in my role as Gabbai on Shabbos, the 

honor to have called him up for the Maftir Aliyah on 
the occasion of the 71st anniversary of his Bar Mitz-
vah, Shabbat Balak, was something I will remember 
forever. We danced around him after he completed his 
Aliyah. Emotions were mixed praying in this place 
where both fame and infamy reigned. By the time 
Shabbos arrived our group numbered about 60 and in-
cluded survivors and descendants from Israel, Canada, 
England, France, and USA as well as Chief Rabbi of 
Poland Michael Schudrich and other Jewish Polish 
friends. 

 
Shabbos after Mincha on the way to Shalosh Sudos 

I met Aneta. This girl represented hope for me. My 

daughter Molly and I met this waif of a child who 
could speak a little English in August 2007. She lives 
in relative poverty in the former Jewish and subse-
quent ghetto area. I have no idea what she heard about 
or knows about Jews but I just got this feeling that she 
was a pure and simple child who might grow to be 
educated and without anti-Semitic feeling ( although I 
have no idea if she has any idea of what that even is). I 
saw her again in June 2008 and then when we walked 
to shul Saturday June 26, 2010. She remembered me. I 
had brought a picture of her and Molly, my daughter, 
taken in 2007, because I just had this premonition I 
would see her again. She picked up the picture after we 
left from the Hotel (Jacek Bednarek ascertained 
that).  I want her to grow up and represent tolerance 
and understanding between Jews and Poles. Is there a 
better option? 

 
I believe the Mayor of Piotrkow, Krzysztof Cho-

jniak to be genuine. Friday afternoon before Shabbat, 
local schoolchildren performed a play in the (once 

(Continued from page 6) 

(Continued on page 9) 

Wall painting with bullet holes, Beth Midrash connected to the synagogue. 

Plaque to the right of the main door of the synagogue. 
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This visit served different purposes for different 
people. A common theme was the recognition that 
commemoration of our rich heritage from this town 
still requires effort but it was gratifying to see the 
commitment from so many of us (6). This trip also 
demonstrated to the town that we have not forgotten 
our past and that the Jewish nation and Piotrkower 
Jews survive and do not forget nor want their past in 
this place forgotten. Somehow I don’t think this will 
be my last journey to Piotrkow. 

 
Additional Reading 

(1). Journeys to Piotrkow. Irving Gomolin, Shaliach 
Rosh HaShanah 2008. 

(2) Shmuel Ben Eliezer, Piotrkow Trybunalski, Hon-
oringThe First Polish Ghetto, http://
jewishvoiceny.com/archives/20091113-
JewishVoice.pdf :p6    (2009 trip) 

(3) http://m.jta.org/news/article/
jta/2010/08/02/2740306/in-poland-shabbatons-for-
non-jews-to-combat-anti-semitism  (more on 2010 
trip) 

(4) http://picasaweb.google.com/aniuri   (pictures 
from 2008 and 2010) 

(5) A Tale of One City. Ben Giladi, editor, 1991. At: 
http://www.jewishgen.org/yizkor/Piotrkow/Piotrkow.
html 

(6) http://www.piotrkow-jc.com/wp/ 

was) Great Shul depicting the plight of a Jewish fam-
ily during the war. One of the lead roles was per-
formed by his young daughter. I believe this says 
something about his sensitivity and that of his family. 
Saturday night, Havdalah took place in a park near the 
center of town and which the Mayor attended. After 
Havdalah, he accompanied us to an evening of Klez-
mer music held in a club which occupied the former 
Yisoday Torah cheyder. Naftali Lavie and our entire 
group enjoyed a lively evening which was rather sur-
real for me. 

 
Back to the hotel, several of us enjoyed a lively 

Melave Malka held by the Yechieli family and from 
which I excused myself at 3 a.m. simply because I 
needed to prepare for a 6:30 a.m. departure to visit my 
mother’s home of Josefow 300 kilometers to the east. 

 
The group dispersed Sunday morning. Agendas 

varied and included trips to Lodz, Kracow, and my 
own to Josefow accompanied by members of the Ra-
paport family whose mother had similarly come from 
Josefow. 

 
During this journey to Piotrkow I had the good 

fortune to meet new friends and share a common 
bond. “Jewish geography" ran deep among the group 
and many of us discovered that we were in some way 
related giving further credence to “kol Israel arveem 
zeh b’zeh”. 

 

(Continued from page 7) 

JOURNEY TO PIOTRKOW 

Where a mezuzah was once affixed. 

L-R; Irving Gomolin, Naftali Lau Lavie, Uri Schwartz, Joan Lau Lavie, 
Piotrkow cemetery, June 25, 2010 
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DO YOU WANT TO 

get High Quality copying and printing products at a low price with  
a click of a button? 

 

DO YOU HAVE 
a project you need printed but local copy/print shops or large corporate 

chains are inconvenient and over priced? 
 

www.bestvaluecopy.com 
 

No Gimmicks, No Minimums, No Fees 
Same Price Any Quantity 

 
 

2¢ for Black and White   
8¢ for Color 

Newsletters 
Fliers 

Manuals 
Brochures 

Booklets 
Prospectuses 

Bulletins 
Catalogs 
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SEPTEMBER 2010 

9/4/2010 SPINDEL (JONATHAN BAR MITZVAH) 

OCTOBER 2010 

10/16/2010 SROKA (DAVID BAR MITZVAH) 

10/23/2010 BAER (HILA BAT MITZVAH) 

10/30/2010 HOROWITZ (SHABTAI AUFRUF) 

10/30/2010 STOCHEL (DOV BAR MITZVAH) 

NOVEMBER 2010 

11/6/2010 HILL (BENJI BAR MITZVAH) 

DECEMBER 2010 

12/4/2010 HOCH (MICHELLE BAT MITZVAH) 

JANUARY 2011 

1/8/2011 FELDSTEIN (ADAM AUFRUF) 

APRIL 2011 

4/9/2011 LIEBERSTEIN (JAKE BAR MITZVAH) 

JUNE 2011 

6/4/2011 SCHWARTZ (DAHLIA BAT MITZVAH) 

6/18/2011 POLLACK (GIDEON BAR MITZVAH) 

JULY 2011 

7/2/2011 KATZ (MATTHEW AND DYLAN BAR MITZVAHS) 

7/23/2011 KAHN (HARRISON BAR MITZVAH) 

AUGUST 2011 

8/202011 OSSIP (JONATHAN BAR MITZVAH) 

OCTOBER 2011 

10/24/2011 RABIN (BRURIA BAT MITZVAH) 

NOVEMBER 2011 

11/5/2011 ROSENTHAL (ZECHARIA BAR MITZVAH) 

JANUARY 2012 

1/5/2012 REICHENBACH (JARED BAR MITZVAH—8AM MINYAN) 

1/7/2012 REICHENBACH  (JARED BAR MITZVAH) 

KKKK IDDUSHIDDUSHIDDUSHIDDUSH     /  S/  S/  S/  SHULHULHULHUL     CCCCALENDARALENDARALENDARALENDAR     

To reserve, remove or correct a date on the Shul calendar, please contact  Office Manager, Rita Rubin by e-mail at 
“officemanager@yiplainview.com”, or at 516-433-4811 extension 100. 

No food may be brought into the Shul by anyone for any purpose or event without the knowledge and approval of Abe Alper. 

All kiddushes must be paid in full, 2 weeks in advance. 

If you are making a Meat Kiddush, you must be available to receive deliveries of food and equipment.  Speak to Abe Alper for details. 
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Mazel Tov to  

Louise and Douglas Mund on the birth of a 
granddaughter, Ayelet Batya, to Melanie Mund 
and Meir Dashevsky 

Shira and Marc Ornstein on the Bat Mitzvah of 
Gila 

Suri Gotowner and Ed Ehrlich on the marriage 
of Yehoshua to Ruchie Schwarcz 

Marlene and Stu Horowitz and Annie and Alan 
Weinberg of Holliswood on the engagement of 
their children Shabtai and Stacy 

Jeff and Ilene Feldstein on the engagement of 
Adam to Adena Weinblatt of Great Neck 

Sheldon Shreiner on the birth of a boy to Aviva 
(Schreiner) and Daniel Haymann of Jerusalem 

Gerry and Elaine Gross on the birth of a girl to 
Joey and Monique Gross 

Dorit and Arie Kaufman on the birth of Kayla  
to Michal and Daniel Goldstein of Toronto 

Reba and Arthur Solomon on the birth of a son 
to Evan and Rivki Solomon 

Condolences 

Rebbetzin Shelly Portnoy on the loss of her fa-
ther, Harav Yisroel Kravitz 

Ira Somach on the loss of his mother Adele 
Somach 

Linda Chusid on the loss of her father Vito 
Leoce 

Jeffrey Grob on the passing of his mother 
Devorah Bat Natan Leib 

The entire Herskowitz family on the passing of  
Lillian Herskowitz, Leah Hinda Bat Nassan 

May the Omnipresent console you among the 

mourners of Zion and Jerusalem 

LLLL IFEIFEIFEIFE     CCCCYCLEYCLEYCLEYCLE     AAAANNOUNCEMENTSNNOUNCEMENTSNNOUNCEMENTSNNOUNCEMENTS  

WWWW E LC O M EE LC O M EE LC O M EE LC O M E     TOTOTOTO     OOOO U RU RU RU R     

    NNNN E WE WE WE W     MMMM E M B E R SE M B E R SE M B E R SE M B E R S     
 

Debbie and Ave Gold 
 
Vicki and Phil Kurlander and their children 
Rebecca, Elana, Danielle and Jason 
 
Pessie and David Zuckerman and their 
children Julie and Michael 

The Board of Trustees and a vote of the Mem-
bership, in keeping with current law  
governing minors and drinking, adopted the fol-
lowing Shul policy: 
 
It is the policy of the Shul that there be no con-
sumption of alcohol by anyone under 21 years 
of age on synagogue premises or at synagogue 
events. 
 
Your support in maintaining this policy is  
appreciated. 
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www.yiplainview.com 
 

The Shul email – yip@yiplainview.com 
The Rabbi’s email – rabbi@yiplainview.com 

The President’s email – president@yiplainview.com 

YOUNG ISRAEL OF PLAINVIEW  
 

Board Committees 
Eruv ................................................................. Cary Kesssler 

House ............................................................... Alvin Smilow 

Nominating ........................................................... Alex Stern 

Publicity .......................................................... Ariane Eisman 

Ritual .......................... Rabbi Weissman & Jonathan Stochel 

Shaliach .............................................................. Meryl Fried 

Simcha Fund ............................ Bernie Reisner & Bob Thaler 

Social Action .............Shayna Crincolli & Jordana Rothchild 

Special Gifts ..................................................... David Vilkas 

Youth ..................................... Avi Ossip & Rabbi Weissman 

 

Other Leadership Roles 
 

Announcements@yiplainview.com .................. Larry Pollack  

Announcements@yiplainview.com ............ Jonathan Stochel 

Cemetery.... Sheri Malc, Alvin Smilow & Barry Zweigbaum 

Coupons ........................................................... Alvin Smilow 

Expansion .............................................................. Gary Katz 

Exterior Signboard ....................................... David Guterman 

Hospitality ...................................................... Ariane Eisman 

Kiddush.................................................................. Abe Alper 

Marketing ....................................................... Ariane Eisman 

New Family Initiative ................. Jeff Lichtman & Gary Katz 

Political Action .......................... Larry Cohn & Cary Kessler 

Real Estate ....................................................... Judy Millman 

Webmaster ........................................................... Ira Somach 

Sisterhood Committees 
 

Baruchim Ha’baim  ..... Jordana Rothchild & Shani Kaufman 

Calendar  ................................ Marci Karoll & Lisa Fogelson 
Chanukah Boutique, Hat Sale............................  Cathy Sachs 

Entertainment Books ..................................... Arlene Meisner 
Mishloach Manot ........................ Leah Sclair, Suri Gotowner 

New Member Tea  .............................................. Cathy Sachs 

New Year’s Card, Siddurim & Chumashim .......... Liz Vilkas 
Simcha & Condolence Cards........................ Deborah Plutzer 

Sisterhood Meals ................................................. Shelly Katz 

Welcome Wagon .............................. Jen Hoch  Joanie Brand 
Wine Sale .................................................. Aryela Rosenberg 

MMMMANYANYANYANY    THANKSTHANKSTHANKSTHANKS    TOTOTOTO    THETHETHETHE    FOLLOWINGFOLLOWINGFOLLOWINGFOLLOWING    FORFORFORFOR    THEIRTHEIRTHEIRTHEIR    DONATIONDONATIONDONATIONDONATION    OFOFOFOF    

SERVICESSERVICESSERVICESSERVICES    ANDANDANDAND////OROROROR    TIMETIMETIMETIME::::    

JJJJOEOEOEOE    MMMMEISNEREISNEREISNEREISNER        

PRINTING 

RRRRITAITAITAITA    RRRRUBINUBINUBINUBIN    

MAILING 

SSSSTUARTTUARTTUARTTUART    HHHHOROWITZOROWITZOROWITZOROWITZ    

PROOFREADING 

 

     Mail addressed to the Rabbi, president, 
treasurer, or MALI is received and read within 
a reasonable amount of time.  All other mail 
should be mailed directly to the recipient to in-
sure it is read in a timely fashion. For example, 
all Sisterhood mail must be mailed to the home 
address of the person in charge of the activity 
that you desire (Calendar, Mishloach Manot, 
Wine, Siddurim & Chumashim, etc.). Informa-
tion about where to direct your mail is usually 
included in the flyers. 
     Thank you for your cooperation. 

YIP YAHRZEIT BOARD 
 

To place an order for a yahrzeit plaque 
or for additonal information, please 
contact David Guterman 
gutermanad@optonline.net  
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Call Real Property Assessment Consultants, Inc.Real Property Assessment Consultants, Inc.Real Property Assessment Consultants, Inc.Real Property Assessment Consultants, Inc. 

Michael Schussheim 516-692-3985 

(cousin of Marty & Miriam Fisher) 
Member, Young Israel of Woodmere 

No risk, outstanding success rate 

Over 30 YIP families to date    

Licensed Notary 

Allan Hoberman 

576-1683    

 

Math Tutor 

Grades 4 – 10 

 

Linda Hoberman 

576-1683 

 

  
 

DR. BARRY HELPRIN DR. BARRY HELPRIN DR. BARRY HELPRIN DR. BARRY HELPRIN     

LICENSED  PSYCHOLOGIST 
Counseling & Testing- all ages, all issues, including: 
Neuropsychological assessments 
Behavior enhancement or reduction  
Anger Management  
Depression  
Anxiety 
Panic Disorder/Phobias 
Marital & Family Therapy  
Grief/Bereavement Counseling 
Autism  
ADHD  
Developmental and other Disabilities 
Fertility issues 
Post-partum Depression 
Emotional Disturbance 
Addictions 
Eating Disorders 
OCD 
PTSD 

6800 JERICHO TURNPIKE 
Suite 120W 
SYOSSET, N.Y. 11791 
516-393-5810; Fax: 516-937-1020 
e-mail: drbhelprin@aol.com 
 
INSURANCE ACCEPTED 
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132 132 132 132 Southern ParkwaySouthern ParkwaySouthern ParkwaySouthern Parkway    

Plainview, NY  11803Plainview, NY  11803Plainview, NY  11803Plainview, NY  11803    
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